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The Social Construction
of Disability

In chapter I, I argued that neither impairment nor disability can be defined
purely in biomedical terms, because social arrangements and expectations
make essential contri butions to impairment and disability, and to their
absence. In this chapter, I develop that argument further. I maintain that the
distinction between the biological reality of a disability and the social con
struction of a disability cannot be made sharply, because the biological and
the social are interactive in creating disability They are interactive not only
in that complex interactions of social factors and our bodies affect health
and functioning, but also in that social arrangements can make a biological
condition more or less relevant to almost any situation. I call the interaction
of the biological and the socialro create (or prevent) disability "the social
construction of disabili ty"
Disability activists and some scholars of disability have been asserting tor
at least two decades that disability is socially constructed' Moreover, femi
nist scholars have already applied fe m i n i s r analyses of the social
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construction of the experience of being female to their analyses of disabili
ty as socially constructed (Hannaford J 985) (Fine and Asch (1988, 6)
were among the first to compare the two kinds of social construction
explicitly.) Thus I am saying nothing new when I claim that disability, like
gender, is socially constructed. Nevertheless, I understand that such an
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assertion may be new and even puzzling to many readers, and that not
everyone who says that disability is socially constructed means the same
thing by it. Therefore, r will explain what I mean in some detail.
I see disability as socially constructed in ways ranging frum social condi
t ions that straIghtforwardly create illnesses, injuries, and pour physical
functioning, to subtle cultural factors that determine standards of normality
and exclude those who do not meet them from full participation in their
societies. r could not possibly discuss all the factors that enter into the
social construction of disability here, and I feel sure that I am not aware of
them all, hut I will try to explain and illustrate the social construcuon of
disability hI' discussing what I hope is a representative sample from a range
of factors.

Social Factors That Construct Disability
First, it is easy to recognize that SOCIal conditions affect people's bodies b}'
creating or failing to prevent sickness and injury Although, since disability
is relative to a person's physical, social, and cultural environment, none of
the resulting physical conditions is necessarily disabling, mallY do in faet
cause disability given the demands and lack of support in the environments
of the people affected, In this direct sense of damaging people's bodies in
ways that are disabling in their environments, much disability is created by
the VIOlence of invasions, wars, civil wars, and terrorism, which cause dis
abilities not only through direct injuries to combatants and noncombatants,
but also through the spread of disease and the deprivations of basic needs
that result from the chaos they create. In addition, although we more often
hear about them when they cause death, violent crimes such as shootings,
knifings, beatings, and rape all cause disabilitie-s, so that a society's success
or failure in protecting its Cltlzens from injurious cnmes has a sigmficant
effect on its rates of disability
The availability and distribution of baSIC resources such as water, food,
clothing, and shelter have major effects on disability, since much disabling
physical damage results directly from malnutrition and indirectly from dis
eases that attack and do more lasting harm [0 the malnourished and those
weakened by exposure. DIsabling diseases are also contracted from contam
inated water when clean water is not available. Here too, we usually learn
more about the deaths caused by lack of basic resources than the (often life
long) disabilities of survivors,
i
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Many other social factors can damage people's bodies in ways that are
disabling in their environments, including (to mention just a few) toler
ance of high-risk working conditions, abuse and neglect of children, low
public safety standards, the degradation of the environment hr contamina
tion of air, water, and food, and the overwork, stress, and dady gnndmg
deprivations of poverty The social factors that can damage people's bodies
almost always affect some groups in a society more than others becam,e of
racism, sexism, heterosexism, ageism, and advantages of class background,
wealth, and education'
Medical care and practices, traditional and Western-sClentifk, play an
important role in both preventing and creating disabling physical damage.
(They also playa role in defining disability, as described in chapter I) Lack
of good prenatal care and dangerous or madequate obstetrical practices
cause disabilities in babies and in the women gIving birth to them.
Inoculations against diseases such as polio and measles prevent quite a lot
of disability. Inadequate medical care of those who Me already ill or injured
results in unnecessary disablement. On the other hand, the rate of disabiliry
in a society increases with improved medical capacity to save the lives of
people who are dangerously ill or injured in the absence of the capacity to
prevent or cure all the physical damage they have incurred. Moreover, pub
lic health and sanitation measures that increase the average lifespan also
increase the number of old people with disabilities in a society. since more
people live long enough to become disabled.
The pace of life is a factor in the social construction of disabilit y that partic
ularly interests me, because It is usually taken fur granted by non-disabled
people, while many people with disabilities are acutely aware of how it
marginalizes or threatens to marginal ize us. I suspect that increases in the
pace of life are important social causes of damage to people's bodies
through rates of accident, drug and alcohol abuse, and illnesses that result
from people's neglecting their needs for rest and good nutrition. But the
pace of life also affects disability as a second form of social construcuon,
the social construction of disability through expectatlons of performance.'
When the pace of life in a society increases. there is a tendency for more
people to become disabled, not only because of physically damaging conse
quences of efforts to go faster, but also because fewer people can meet
expectations of 'normal' performance: the physical (and mental) limita
tions of those who cannot meet the new pace become conspicuous and
disabling, even though the same limitations were inconspicuous and irrele
vant to full participation in the slower-paced society Increases in the pact'
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of life can be counterbalanced for some people by improvements in accessi
bility, such as better transportation and easier communication, but for those
who must move or think slowly, and for those whose energy is severely
limited, expectations of pace can make work, recreational, community, and
social acti vities inaccessible.
Let me give a straightforward, personal illustration of the relationship
between pace and disability. I am currently just able (by doing very little
else) to work as a professor three-quarter time, on one-quarter disability
leave. There has been much talk recently about possible increases in the
teaching duties of professors at my university, which would not be accom
panied by any reduction in expectations for the other two components of
our jobs, research and administration. If there were to be such an increase
in the pace of professors' work, say by one additional course per term, I
would be unable to work more than half- time (hI' the new standards) and
would have to request half-time disability leave, even though there had been
no change in my physical condition. Compared to my colleagues, I would
be more work-disabled than I am now. Some professors with less physical
limitation than I have, who now work full-time, might be unable to work at
the new full-time pace and be forced to go on part-time disabili ty leave.'
This sort of change could contrihute to disabling anyone in any )0 b.
Furthermore, even if a person is able to keep up with an increased pace
of work, any increase in the pace of work will decrease the energy available
for other life activities, which may upset the delicate balance of energy by
which a person manages to participate in them and eventually exclude
her/him from those activities. The pace of those other activities may also
render them inaccessible. For example, the more the life of a society is con
ducted on the assumption of quick travel, the more disabling are those
physical conditions that affect movement and travel, such as needing to use
a wheelchair or having a kind of epilepsy that prevents one from driving a
car, unless compensating help is provided. These disabling effects extend
into people's family, social, and sexual lives and into their participation in
recreation, religious life, and politics.
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Pace is a major aspect of expectations of performance; non-disabled peo
ple often take pace so much for granted that they feel and express
impatience with the slower pace at which some people with disabilities
need to operate, and accommodations of pace are often crucial to making
an activity accessible to people with a wide range of physical and mental
abilities. Nevertheless, expectations of pace are not the only expectations of
performance that contribute to disability. For example, expectations of indi-
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vidual producti vity can eclipse the actual contributions of people who can
not meet them, making people unemployable when they can in fact do
valuable work. There are often very definite expectations about how tasks
will be performed (not the standards of performance, but the methods).
For example, lIlany women with disabilities are discouraged from haVing
children because other people can only imagine caring for children in ways
that are impossible for women with their disabilities, yet everything neces
sary could be done in other ways, often with minor accommodations
(Matthews 1983; Shaul, Dowling and Laden 1985). Furthermore. the
expectation that many tasks will be performed by individuals on their own
can create or expand the disability of those who can perform the tasks only
in cooperative groups or by instructing a helper.
Expectations of performance are reflected, because they are assumed, in
the social organization and physical structure of a society, buth of which
create disability. Societies that are physically constructed and socially orga
nized with the unacknowledged assumption that everyone is healthy,
non-disabled, young but adult, shaped according to cultural Ideals, and,
often, male, create a great deal of disability through sheer neglect of what
most people need in order to participate fully in them.
Feminists talk about how the world has been designed for the bodies
and activities of men. In many industrialized countries, including Canada
and the United States, life and work have been structured as though no one
of any importance in the public world, aud certainly no one who works
outside the home for \\-ages, has to breast-feed a baby or look after a sick
child. Common colds can be acknowledged pu blidy, and allowances are
made for them, but menstruation cannot be acknowledged and allowances
are not made for it. Much of the public world is also structured as though
everyone were physically strong, as though all bodies were shaped the
same, as though everyone could walk, hear, and see well, as though every
one could work and play at a pace that is not compatible with ,my kind of
illness or pain, as though no one were ever dizzy or incontinent or Simply
needed to sit or lie down. (For instance, where could you rest for a few
minutes in a supermarket if you needed to J) Not only the architecture, but
the entire physical and social organization of life tends to assume that we
are either strong and healthy and able to do what the average young, non
disabled man can do or that we are completely unable to participate in
public life.
A great deal of disability is caused by this physical structure and social
organization of society. For instance, poor architectural planning creates
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physical obstacles for people who use wheelchairs, hut also for people who
can walk but cannot walk far or cannot climb stairs, for people who cannot
open doors, and felr people who can do all of these things but only at the
cost of pain or an expenditure of energy they can ill afTord. Some of the
same architectural flaws cause problems for pregnant women, parents with
strollers, and young children. This is no coincidence. Much architecture has
been planned with a young adult, non-disabled male paradigm of humani
ty in mind. In addition, aspects of social orgamzation that take for granted
the social expectatlOlls of performance and productivity, such as inadequate
public transportation (which I believe assumes that no one who is needed
in the public world needs puhlic transportation), communications systems
that are inaccessible to people with visual or hearmg impairments, and
infleXible work arrangements that exclude part-time work or rest periods,
create much disability

s
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When public and private worlds are split, women (and children) have
often been relegated to the private, and so have the disabled, the sick, and
the old. The public world is the world of strength, the positive (valued)
body, performance and production, the non-disabled, and young adults
Weakness, illness, rest and recovery, pain. death, and the negame (devalued)
body are private, generally hidden, and often neglected. Coming into the
public world with illness, pain, or a devalued body, people encounter resis
tance to mixing the two worlds; the split is vividly revealed. Much of the
experience of disability and illness goes underground, because there is no
socially acceptable way of expressing it and haVing the physical and psycho
logical experience acknowledged. Yet acknowledgement of this experience
is exactly what is required for creating accessibility in the public world. The
more a society regards disability as a private matter, and people with disabil
ities as belonging in the private sphere, the more disability it creates by
failing to make the public sphere accessible to a wide range of people.

ment, because it is offered to citizens who fit the social paradigms, who by
definition are not considered dependent on social help. It is only when
people need a different kind or amount of help than that glVen to 'para
digm' citizens that it is cunsidered help at all, and they are considered
socially dependent. Second, much, though not all, of the help that people
with disabilities need is required because their bodies were damaged by
social conditions, or because they cannot meet social expectation, of per
formance, or because the narrowly-conceived physical structure and social
organization of society have placed them at a disadvantage; in other words,
it is needed to overcome problems that were created socially.
Thus disability is socially constructed through the failure or unwilling
ness to create ability among people who do not fit the physical and mental
profile of 'paradigm' r.itizenx. Failures of social support tor people with dis
abilities result in inadequate rehabilitation, unemployment, poverty,
inadequate personal and medical care, poor cornmunicauon services, inad
equate training and education, poor protection from physical, sexual, and
emotional abuse, minimal opportunities for social learning and inreracuon,
and many other disabling situations that hurt people with disabilities and
exclude them from participation in major aspects of life in their societies.
For example, Jong blued and Crichton (J 990, 35) point out that, in
Canada and the United States, the helief that social assistance benefits
should be less than can be earned in the work force, in order to provide an
incentive for people to find and keep employment, has contributed to
poverty among people with disabilities. Although it was recognized in the
19S Os that they should receive disability pensions, these were set, as were
other forms of direct economic help, at socially minimal levels. Thus, even
though unemployed people with disabilities have heen viewed by both
governments as surplus labour since at least the 197 Os (because of persis
tently high general rates of unemployment), and eHarts to increase their

Disability is also socially constructed by the failure to give people the
amount and kind of help they need to participate fully in all major aspects
of life in the society, including making a signiflcant contribution in the
form of work Two things are important to remember about the help that
people with disabilities may need. One is that most industrialized societies
give non-disabled people (in different degrees and kinds, depending on
class, race, gender, and other factors) a lot of help in the form of education,
training, social support, public communication and trausport auor: facilities,
public recreation, and other services. The help that non-disabled people
receive tends to be taken for granted and not considered help but entitle-

employment opportunities have been minimal, they are kept at poveny
level incomes' based on the 'incentive' principle Poverty is the single most
disabling social circumstance for people with disabilities, since it means
that they can barely afford the things that are necessities for non-disabled
people, much less the personal care, medicines, and technological aids they
may need to live decent lives outside institutions, or the training or educa
tion or transportation or clothing that might enable them to work or to
participate more fully in public life.
Failure or unwillingness to provide help often takes the form of irra
tional rules governing insurance benefits and social assist ance.' long
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hureaucratic delays, and a pervasive attitude among those administering
programs for people with disabilities that their 'clients' are trying to get
more than they deserve. In her semiautobiographical novel, The Body's
Memory (1989), Jean Stewart describes the cluster of assumptions a woman
discovers behind the questions of her social worker when she first applies
for some 'vocational rehabilitation,' that is, the money to buy a basic
wheelchair:
(I)

The clieur-applicant is ineligible for services until proven eligible

(2) The client-applicant's Vocational Goals are outlandish, greedy, arr o
gam, must be trimmed duwn to appropriately humble scale. (3) TIll:'
clicnt-applicanrs motive in seeking services is, until proven otherwise, to
rip off the system. (+) The function of the Agency is to facilitate (favorite

word) adaptation (second favorite) of client to job (client to world) , not
the reverse. (S) The client is a fraud. (6) Tile client is helpless (Stewart
1989,190)

I do not want to claim or imply that social factors alone cause all disabil
ity. I do want to claim that the social response to and treatment of
biological difference constructs disability from biological reality, determin
ing both the nature and the severity of disability. I recognize that many
disabled people's relationships to their bodies involve elements of struggle
that perhaps cannot be eliminated, perhaps not even mitigated, by social
arrangements. But many of the struggles of people with disabilities and
much of what is disabling, are the consequences of having those physical
conditions under social arrangements (Finger 1983; Fine and Asch 1988)
that could, but do not, either compensate for their physical conditions, or
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differences are stigmatized, and different limitations and differences are
stigmatized in different societies), the numerous cultural meanings
attached to various kinds of disability and illness, and the exclusion of peo
ple with disabilities from the cultural meanings of activities they cannot
perform or are expected not to perform.
The lack of realistic cultural representations of experiences of disability
not only contribu tes to the 'Otherness' of people with disabilities by
encouraging the assumption that their lives are inconceivable to non-dis
abled people but also increases non-disabled people's fear of disability by
suppressi.ng knowledge of how people live with disahilities. Stereotypes of
disabled people as dependent, morally depraved, superhumanly heroic,
asexual, and/ or pitiful are still the most common cultural portrayals of peo
ple with disabilities (Kent 1988; Dahl 1993). Stereotypes repeatedly get in
the way of full participation in work and social life. For example, Francine
Arsenault, whose leg was damaged by childhood polio and later by gan
grene, describes the follOWing incident at her wedding:
When I got married, one of my hest friends came to the wedding with
her parents. I had known her parents all the time I was gruwing up: we
visited in each other's homes and I thought that they knew Ill)' situation
quite well.
But as the father went down the recepnon line and <hook hands with
my husband, he said, "You know, I used to think that Francine was inrel
Iigent, but to put herself on you as a burden like this shows rhaI I was
wrong all alung." (Arsenault 199+,6)

accommodate them so that they can participate fully, or support their strug

Here the stereotype of a woman with a disability as a helpless, depen
dent burden blots out, in the friend's father's consciousness, both the

gles and integrate those struggles into the cultural concept of life as it is
ordinarily lived.

reality that Francine simply has one damaged leg and the probability that

Cultural Construction of Disability

seems to take for granted that the new husband sees Francine in the same
stereotyped way (or else he risks incomprehension or rejection), perhaps
because he counts on the cultural assumptions about people with disahili
ties. I think both the stigma of physical 'imperfection' (and possi bly the

Culture makes major contributions to disability. These contributions

additional stigma of having been damaged hy disease) and the cultural

include not only the
representations of life
ple with disabilities,
!,iplitations and other

meanings attached to the disability contribute to the power of the stereo
type in situations like this. Physical 'imperfection' is more likely to be
thought to 'spoil' a woman than a man by rendering her unattractive in a
culture where her physical appearance is a large component of a woman's

,J

omission of experiences of disability from cultural
in a society, but also the cultural stereotyping of peo~
the selective stigmatization of physical and mental
differences (selecrive because not all limitations and

her new husband wants her for her other qualities. Moreover, the man
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value; having a damaged leg probably evokes the metaphorical meanings of
being' crippled ' which include helplessness, dependency, and pitifulness.'
Stigma, stereotypes, and cultural meanings are all related and interactive in
the cultural construcuon of disability. I will discuss them, and some of their
social consequences, more extensively in chapter 3.
The power of culture alone to construct a disability IS revealed 'when we
cons ider bodily differences-s-devianons from a society's cunception of a
'normal' or acceptable body-that, although they cause little or no func
tional or physical difficulty for the person who has them, constitute major
social disabilities. An important example is facial scarring, which is a dis
ability of appearance uuly, a disability constructed totally by stigma and
cultural meanings." Stigma, stereotypes, and cultural meanings are also the
primary components of other disabilities, such as mild epilepsy and not
having a 'normal' or acceptable body SIze
I believe that culture plays a central role in constructing (or not con
structing) disability. However, I want to distll1guish this view from
approaches to cultural construction of 'the body' that seem to confuse the
lived reality of bodies with cultural discourse about and representations of
bodies, or that deny or ignore bodily experience in favour of fascination
with bodily representations. II For example, this approach troubles me in
Donna Haraway's "The Biopolitics of Postmoder n Bodies: Constitutions of
Self in Immune System Discourse" (Haraway 1991 I, where Haraway dis
cusses the biomedical coristr uction of "immune system discourse" as
though discourse and its political context are all there is, without acknowl
edgmg either the reality of physical suflering (for example, by people with
AIDS, ME, MS, Amyotrophic Lateral Sderosis (ALS) , rheumatoid arthritis),
which surely has some relationship to the development of immune system
disroursr-, or the effects of this discourse on the lives of people who are
thought to be suffenng from I!11l1lUne disorders.
I do not think my body is a cultural representation, although I recognize
that my experience of it is both highly interpreted and very influenced by
cultural (including medical) representations Moreover, I think it would be
cruel, as 'sell as a distortion of people's lives, to erase or ignore the every
day, practical, experienced limitations of people's disabilities simply
because we recognize that human bodies and their varied conditions are
both changeable and highly interpreted That I call imagine having an ener
getic, pain-free body or liVing in a society where my body is considered
acceptable or normal and its limitations are compensated by social and
o- physical arrangements does not make it any easier to get out of bed or to
tJ
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function as an academic III my present circumstances. In most poo;t!11odern
cultural theorizing about the body, there is no recognitiun of--and, as far
as I can see, no room for recognizing-tire hard physical realities that are
faced by people with disabilities. (Or would postmodernists deny that there
are sue h 'realities: suggestive as they are of something that is not construct
ed or constituted by discourse" I cannot tell, because nothing like it IS
discussed.) The experiences of people WIth disabilities are as invisible in the
discourses of posnnoderuism. which has the virtue uf being critical of ide
alized, normalized, and universalized representations of bodies, as they are
in discourses which employ concepts of bodily 'normality' uncritically
I believe that in thinking about the social construction of disability we
need to strike a balance between, on the one hand, thinking of a body's
abilities and limitations as given by nature and/ or accident, as immutable
and uncontrollable, and, on the other hand, thiuking of them as so con
structed by society and culture as to be controllable by human thought,
will, and action. We need to acknowledge that social justice and cultural
change can eliminate a great deal of disability while recugnizing that there
I

may be much suffering and limitation that they cannot fix

Social Deconstruction of Disability
In my view, then, disability is socially constructed by such factors as social
conditions that cause or fail to prev'ent damage to people's bodies; expecta
tions of performance; the physical and social organization of societies on
the basis of a yUllng, non-disabled, 'Ideally shaped,' healthy adult male par
adigm of citizens; the failure or unwillingness to create ability among
citizens who do not fit the paradigm; and cultural representations, failures
of representation, and expectations. Much, but perhaps not all, of what can
be socially constructed can be socially (and not just intellectually) decon
srr ucu-d , given the means and the wil].
A great deal of disability can be prevented with good public health and
safety standards and practIces, but also by relatively minor changes in the
built environment that provide accessihility to people wu h a wide range of
physical characteristics and abilities Man}' measures that are usually regard
ed as helping or accommodating people who are novv disabled, such as
making buildings and public places wheelchair accessible, creating and
respecting parking spaces for people with disabilities, prOViding American
Sign Language translation, captioning, and Telephone Devices for the Deaf,
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and making tapes and Descriptive Video services available for people who
are visually impaired, should be seen as preventive, since a great deal of dis
ability is created by building and organizing environments, objects, and
activities for a too-narrow range of people. Much more could be done
along the same lines by putting people with a wide variety of physical abil
ities and characteristics in charge of deconstructing disability. People with
disabilities should be in charge, because people without disabilities are
unlikely to see many of the obstacles in their environment Moreover. they
are likely not to see them as obstacles even when they are painted out, but
rather as 'normal' features of the built environment that present difficulties
for 'abnormal' people.

0.
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Disability cannot be deconstructed by consulting a few token disabled rep
resentatives. A person with a disability is not likely to see all the obstacles to
people with disabilities different from her/his own, although s/he is likely to
be more aware of potential inaccessibility. Moreover, people with disabilities
are not always aware of the obstacles in our environment as obstacles, even
when they affect us. The cultural habit of regarding the condition of the per
son, not the built environment or the social organization of activities. as the
source of the problem, runs deep. For example, it took me several years of
struggling with the heavy door to my buildinp. sometimes having to wait
until someone stronger carne along, to realize that the door was an accessi
bility problem, not only for me, but for others as well. And I did not notice,
until one of my students pointed it out, that the lack of signs that could be
read from a distance at my university forced people with mobility impair
ments to expend a lot of energy unnecessarily, searching for rooms and
offices." Although I have encountered this difficulty myself on days when
walking was exhausting to me, I interpreted it, automatically. as a problem
arising from my illness (as I did with the door), rather than as a problem
arising from the built environment having been created for too narrow a
rmge of people and situations. One of the most crucial factors in the decon
struction of disability is the change of perspective that causes us to look in
the environment for both the source of the problem and the solutions.
It is perhaps easiest to change perspective by thinking about how people
who have some bodily difference that does not impair my of their physical
functions, such as being unusually large, are disabled by the built environ
ment-by seats that are too small and too close together, doors and aisles
and bathroom stalls that are too narrow, desks and tables that are too low (or
chairs that cannot be adjusted for height), the unavailability or expense of
clothing that fits or of an automobile that they can operate comfortably. Of
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course, many people regard large people as unfortunate or (if they are fat)
weak individuals whose abnormality creates their prohlems, which in itself
illustrates the strength of the cultural demand that everyone meet body
ideals. Nevertheless, although they are subjected to stigma, stereotypes, and
cultural judgements, they are not surrounded by the same aura of hopeless
ness and pathology that many cultures project onto people with illnesses and
injuries, nor does it seem as plausible that they should be kept out of public
life. This makes it somewhat easier to see how the built and social environ
ments create disability by failing to accommodate bodily difference.
How much difference can be practically accommodated? How large a
group must find a public place, a product, or an activity inaccessible before
we must accept a social obligation to change it? These are reasonable ques
tions that are sometimes difficult to answer. Although a great deal of
disabling structure and organization can be prevented by creative, relatively
inexpensive planning or correction," sometimes it is quite costly to make
an environment or activity accessible to a relatively small number of people,
especially if it was planned originally to accommodate a narrow range of
human beings (an example is equipping city buses with wheelchair lifts).
Some increases in accessibiliry-e-such as making public places accessible to
people with severe allergies to perfumes, solvents, cleaners, smoke, and a
multitude of other chemicals-would require many changes and significant
sacrifices by many individuals. I do not want to offer an ethical formula for
making decisions about how much to change existing structures, objects,
and ways of doing things in order to accommodate how many people. But I
would like to suggest that in thinking about these questions, it is important
to remember three things: First, it is likely that the number of people who
will benefit from an Improvement in accessibility is greater than expected.
since many people are hidden in the private sphere because of assumpnons
that they belong there and because public spaces and facilities are inaccessi
ble to them. Second, rates of disability increase dramatically with age, so
that as populations age, improvements in accessibility will benefit larger
proportions of the population, and those who work to increase accessibility
now may very well benefit from it later. Third, the public presence of peo
ple with disabilities has many potential benefits for people without
disabilities, including better knowledge of the forms of difference among
people, better understanding of the realities of physical limitations and/or
suffering, and a lessening of the fear of becoming disabled, which is exac
erbated by the assumption that disability means exclusion from major
aspects of social life
I;
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Architectural changes and expansions of communication are the best

best circumstances, only people with the severest physical and mental

deconstruct dis

impairments would be unable to work, and it is not plausible that many

ability, along with .changing the attitudes' of non-disabled people, which I

people would be motivated to acquire or pretend to such severe impair
ments in order to avoid work. So, even If the motivation argument wt-re
correct, improving access to work would seem to be an effective way of pre
venting the alleged desire for disability, which would make it unnecessary
to impoverish people with disabilities in order to make disability undesir
able. Of course, the motivation argument does not take adequate account of
the disadvantages of pretending to have a disability, much less the disadvan

known, and probably the most often recognized, efforts

to

will come to later But it must be recognized that other changes and accom
modations would make it possible for more people with disabilities to
participate in all the major aspects of life in a society. Among these are
accommodations of pace and expectations, which I discussed earlier in this
chapter. Many more people with disabilities would be able to work, for
example, if they could work part-time or flexibly, so that they could man
age their work despite having more fatigue, pain, and/or interruptions for
medical procedures than the average non-disabled worker." People with
disabilities are often forced to work less than they could, or at less creative
and demanding jobs than they are capable of doing, because of inflexible
workplaces. Those who acquire chronic illnesses often have to fight to con
tinue working at a slower pace or with fewer hours. I was shocked to
discover that the major insurer who administered disability insurance at my
university had no policy to cover workers who remain .partially disabled"
(i.e., able to work part-time, but not full-time) more than two years after
returning to work. After two years, the insurance L'CJll1pany expected work
ers to be "fully rehabilitated," that is, working full-time, or "fully disabled."
Given the choice between the impossible (working full-time) and the
undesirable (being on full disability leave), surely many people are forced
to stop working altogether. This bad choice must cost insurers and employ
ers a lot of money. Whether it is a price they choose to pay rather than
making the organizational changes that would accommodate disabled
workers, or Simply the product of a cultural assumption that disabled peo
ple cannot work, I do not know. I do know that, when my university
created a policy to cover ongoing 'partial disability' of professors, someone
at the insurance company was said to have warned that, with this new poli
cy, all the professors would want to be disabled. IR
It is probably best to face this sort of objection squarely. Much disability
policy and practice makes the assumption that disability must have enor

mous economic disadvantages, or else large numbers of people will want to
be, or to pretend to be, disabled, presumably because they would not be
expected or forced

to

work with a disability. of course, if workplaces and

the organization of work were fully accessible, or even considerably more
accessible than they are now, and if employers stopped discriminating
against people with disabilities, but hired them for their abilities, then many
o- more people with disabilities could reasonably be expected to work. In the
~
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tages of having a disability, including the social burden of stigma
Advocates for people with disabilities tend to argue for accessibility on
the basis of rights, perhaps because rigbts, once recogmzed, can be written
into laws. A rights-based approach to thinking about social assistance for
people with disabilities is also appealing because it so clearly opposes the
charity-based approach, and because it requires the recognitHlll that people
with disabilities are full citizens who helong in the rr-ahn of pu hlic righls
and duties
In "Disability and the Right to \Nork," the philosopher Gregory S. Kavka
argued that people with disabilities in advantaged societies" have a right "nut
only to receive a basic income, but to cern incomes at-or above-the basil'
maintenance level" (Kavb 1992, 2(5). He described t his righl as Iollows:
What specific sorts uf tr.-auneru or "special opporturuues" are entailed
by handicapped people's nghl IU work.' First, a right of nondiscrimina
tion in employment and prom, )Iiun-that ptupk not be denied Job, 011
the basis uf disabihues thai are not relevant 10 their capacitle, to carry out
the tasks associated wi th those job,. Secund, a nght to coml'ematury
trailllng and education, funded hI' souety, that will allow di,ahkcl pcuple
the opportunity 10 overcome their handicaps and make \hel1l,(~h'e, q\uh
fied for desirable employment Third, a right to reasonable investments
by socrety and employers to make Job, accessible \() other» 1St quahtied
people wit]: disabilities. Fourth, and most controversially, a right to mini
ma! (or lie-breaking) "afflrmatin' action" ur "preferential ireaun. n;":
being admitted, hired, or promoted when in competition with other
equally qualified candIdates. Spelled out in this way, the right of handi
capped persollS to work IS seen to he, III Its various elements, a right
against society, government, am! private -mplovers. (Kavka ] 992, 265)
This sounds like a good beginning to me However, I am wary of being
satisfied with "desirable employment" People with disabilities should have

~
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opportunities equal to those of non-disabled people to develop their talents
and work at the things they could do best, not just at any "desirable
employment." How many potential Stephen Hawkings" might we have
already condemned to lives of idleness, or boring, trivial labour in 'shel
tered workshops?' In thinking about providing training and education, why
not start with the assumption that people should receive a reasonable
amount of help to make Significant contributions to society according to
their potential, both for their sakes and for the benefit of society? If schools,
c0lleges, universities, and workplaces were designed or modified to be fully
accessible, and if discriminatory practices were ended, the extra help that a
person with a disability would need to meet her/his potential would not be
very much greater than that needed by a non-disabled persoll.
Of course, help in achieving one's goals oftell has to be a compromise
between what an individual wants to do and what a society is willing and
able to offer. For instance, societies cannot reasonably he expected to restore
all opportunities that are lost due to lack of ability Some inabilities are
Widespread in the population, such as the inability to dance gracefully or to
perform complex mathematical operations. Although these inabilities do
result in lost opportunities, and although we might say that a dancer who
lost her ability to dance or a mathematician who lost her ability to do mathe
matics had been disabled," it would be wrong to consider them disabilities
in any sense that would imply a social obligation to give those particular
opportunities to the people who lack the abilities. Many other inabilities are
not particularly important to full participation in the life of a society, and it
would be inappropriate to consider them disabilities, even though they do
deprive people of opportunities. Thus, I want to say that preventing disabil
ity requires providing the help necessary to create, wherever possible,' the
ability to participate in all major a,pec(s c;r life in a society. in which I would
include (for Canada and the United States) at least work, social life, political
life, religious life, cultural life, personal relationships, and recreation.

The Social Construction of Disability
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There are still so many obstacles to thinking clearly and accurately about the
needs and claims of people with disabilities that it seems to me too early to
attempt to weigh them in relation to the needs and claims of others.

Obstacles to the Deconstruction of Disability
As Ron Amundson points out (1992, 1 15-16), theorists and others tend to
worry about potential "social hijacking" of resources by extremely needy
people if accessibiluy is given the status of a civil ngllt. Proposals to provide
any assistance to people with disabilities inevitably raise concerns about cost
and benefit, and possible drains OIl resources, partly because must people
do not realize that different help could in many instances cut overall costs,
partly because most people still think of disability as a personal or family
responsibility, and partly because public aid to people with disabilities has
long been characterized as pure charity, rather than as social investment in
ability and productivity It is questionable whether making Canada and the
United States fully accessible to people with disabilities would be more or
less costly than the Widespread current approach of providing unearned
subsistence inC0111eS or expensive institutionalization for many people with
disabilities who would not need them in an accessible society.
There is considerable disagreement among economists and rehabilitation
researchers about the net monetary costs of rehabilitation and accessibility,
and only a great deal of research (and probably some experimentation) will
answer the questions." There is also the question of who should pay for
rehabilitation and modifications to create greater accessibiliry-e-ernployers,
governments, or private insurers J I will make no attempt to offer answers
to these questions here. I will, however, draw attention to the fact that the
people of Sweden have created a much higher degree of accessibility in

Yet 1 am not satisfied with this description either. I feel strongly that the
ultimate goal of social assistance for people with disabilities should be to

their country than we have in Canada or the United States " and suggest that
they might be looked to for imaginative solutions to problems of rehabilita

enable them to fulfill their potentials, enjoy their lives, and make as full a
contribution to society as they can, not merely to enable them to partici
pate. But here I encounter a conflict. Should the goals of social help for
people with disabilities be higher than those curreutly operating fur most
people without disabilities.' Yes, because they should be higher for every
one. But I do not want the just claims of people with disabilities to be
~ drowned in a general discussion of social justice and political economy.

tion and access. The Swedes are leaders in the technological development of
aids for people with disabilities, which the Swedish government provides
to those who need them (Milner 1989,193). A 1987 study by Sven E
Olsson found that, in Sweden, "average household income for the severely
handicapped was only slightly below that of households without handi
capped members" (Milner 198 9, I;) I). Recent statistics for the United
States show that fifty-nine percent of adults with disabilities live in house

~
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holds with incomes of $ 2 5, 000 or less, compared to thirty-seven percent
of nOlI-disabled adults 2

roles in order to meet the needs of people with disabilities (Hillyer 1993).
and it hides the need for measures to make the public realm accessible to

In the cost-benefit debates, it IS essential to realize that the costs of the
current welfare and warehousing approaches to disability are human, as
well as economic. They deprive thousands of people of minimally decent
li ves and millions more of opportunities to participate in aspects of social
life that non-disabled people consider essential to the meaningfulness of
their own lives. Moreover, they hurt the non-disabled as well as the dis
abled, not only because many lion-disabled people know and love people
with disabilities whom these policies hurt, and because many people With
out disabilities must work much harder on behalf of their disabled friends
and family members to make up for the inaccessibility and hardship created
by these policies, but also because the non-disabled must live with the fear
that illness, accident, or old age will render their own lives or those of their
non-disabled loved ones worthless to themselves and society

everyone.
There also seem to be definite material advantages for some people
(people without disabilities who have no disabled friends or relauves for
whom they feel responsible) to seeing disability as a biological misfortune,
the bad luck of individuals, and a personal or family problem. Accessi bilit y
and creating ability cost time, energy, and/or money. Charities for people
with disabilities are big businesses that employ a great many non-disabled
professionals; these charities depend upon the belief that responding to the
difficulties faced by people with disabilities is superogatory for people who
are not members of the family-not a social responsibility to be fulfilled
through governments, bur an act of kindness. Moreover, both the charities
and most government bureaucracies (which also employ large numbers of
non-disabled professionals) hand out help which would not be needed in a
society that was planned arid orgal1lzed [{J include people with a wide
range of physical and mental abilities. The potential resistance created by
these vested interests in disability should not be underestimated

C

Attitudes that disability is a personal or family problem (of biological or
accidental origin), rather than a matter of social responsibility, are cultural
contributors to disability and powerful factors working against social mea
sures to increase ability The attitude that disability is a personal problem is

The 'personal misfortune' approach to disability is also part of what I

manifested when people with disabilities are expected to overcome obsta

call the 'lottery' approach

cles to their participation in activities by their own extraordinary efforts.
The public adoration of a few disabled heroes who are believed to have
'overcome their handicaps' against great odds both demonstrates and con
tributes to this expectation The attitude that disability is a L1mily matter is
manifestcr] when the families of people with disabilities are expected to
provide whatever they need, even at great personal sacrifice by other family
members. Barbara Hillyer describes the strength of expectations that moth
ers and other caregivers will do whatever is necessary to 'normalize' the

hoped for as a substitute for social planning that deals realistically with
everyone's capabilities, needs and limitations, and the probable distribution
of hardship." In Canada and the United States, most people reject the 'lot
tery' approach to such matters as acute health care for themselves and their
families or basic education for their children We expect it to be there when
we need it, and we are (more or less) willing to pay for it to be there. 1
think the lottery approach persists with respect to disability partly because
fear, based on ignorance and false beliefs about disability, makes it difficult
for most non-disabled people to identify with people with disabilities." If
the non-disabled saw the disabled as potentially themselves or as their
future selves, they would want their societies to be fully accessible and to
invest the resources necessary to create ability wherever possible. They
would feel that 'charity' is as inappropriate a way of thinking about

lives of family members, especially children, with disabilities-not only
providing care, but often doing the work of two people to maintain the
illusion that there is nothing 'wrong' in the family (Hillyer 1993).
These attitudes are related to the fact that many modern societies split
human concerns into public and private worlds. Typically, those with dis
abilities and illnesses have been relegated to the private realm, along with
women, children, and the old. This worldwide tendency creates particular
ly intractable problems for women with disabilities; since they fit two
'private' categories, they are often kept at home, isolated and overprotected
(Driedger and Gray 1992). In addition, the confinement of people with
8Jsabilities in the private realm exploits women's traditional caregiving
o-

to

life, in which individual good fortune is

resources for people with disabilities as it is about emergency medical care
or basic education.
The philosopher Anita SIlvers maintains that it is probahly impossible for
most non-disabled people to imagine what life is like with a disability, and
that their own becoming disabled is unthinkable to them (Silvers 1994).
Certainly many people without disabilities believe that life with a disability
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would not be worth living. This is reflected in the assumptIon that potential
disability is a sufficient reason for aborting a fetus, as well as in the frequent
stau-ments by non-disabled people that they would not want to live if they
had to use a wheelchair, lost their eyesight, were dependent on others for
care, and so on." The belief that life would not be worth living with a dis
ability would be enough to prevent them from imagining their own
disablement. This belief is fed by stereotypes and ignorance of the lives of
people with disabilities. For example, the assumption that permanent, glob
al incompetence results from any major disability is still prevalent; there is a
strong presumption that competent people either have no major physical or
mental limitations or are able to hide them in public and social life.
It seems that the cultural constructions of disability, including the igno
rance, stereotyping, and stigmatization that feed fears of disability, have to
be at least partly deconstructed before disability can be seen by more peo
ple as a set of social problems and social responsibilities Until that change
in perspective happens, people with disabilities and their families will con
tinue to be given too much individual responsibility for 'overcoming'
disabilities, expectations for the participation of people with disabilities in
public lIfe will be far too low, and social injustices that are recognized now
(at least in the abstract), such as discrimination against people with disabil
ities, will be misunderstood.
To illustrate, let me look briefly at the problem of discrimination.
Clearly, when considering whether some action or situation is an instance
of discrimination on the basis of ability, the trick is to distinguish ability to
do the relevant things from ability to do irrelevant things. But, given that so
many places and activities are structured for people with a narrow range of
abilities, telling the two apart is not always easy No one has to walk to be a
typist, but if a company is housed in a building that is inaccessible to
wheelchairs, and therefore refuses to hire a competent typist who uses a
wheelchair because it would be expensive to fix the building, has it dis
criminated against her on the baSIS of her disability) Laws Illay say yes, but
people will resist the laws unless they can see that the typist's inability to
work in that office is not solely a characteristic of her as an individual. Most
people will be ready to recognize refusal to hire her to work in a wheel
chair-accessible office, provided she is the most competent typist who
applied, as discrimination against her because of her disability; they will
regard her disability (like her race) as a personal characteristic irrelevant in
the circumstances. But will they be ready to require a company to create
2; wheelchair accessibility so that it can hire her) This is being tested now in
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the United States by the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act Although I
expect the Act to have an invaluable educational function, I predict that It
will be very difficult to enforce until more people see accessibility as a pub
lic responsibility Only then will they be able to recognize inabilities that are
created by faulty planning and organization as irrelevant.
Consider these sentiments expressed in the Burger King case, as
described in The Disability Rug and Resource (March/April 1994,43):
When deaf actress Terrvlenc Saccheu i sued Burger King under the
ADA for refusing to serve her when she handed the cashier a wntten
order at the pickup window instead of usmg the intercom, Stan Kyker.
executive vice-president of the California Restaurant Association, said that
those "people (With disabilities) are going to have to accept that tl1l'y are
not 100 percent whole and they can't be mane 100 percent whole III
everything tbey du in We"
Had a woman been refused service because she used a cane to walk up
to the counter, her treatment would, I think, have been recognized at once

as discrirnination. But since Ms. Sacchetti was refused service because she
was unable to perform the activity (ordering food) in the way (orally) that
the restaurant required It to be performed, the refusal to serve her was not
immediately recogni?ed as discrimination. Indeed, the representative of the
restaurant association apparently felt comfortable defending it on the
grounds that her individual characteristics were the obstacles to Ms.
Sacchetti's being served.
\Vhen I imagine a society without disabilities, I do not imagine a society
in which every physical and mental 'defect' or 'abnormality' can be cured
On the contrary, I believe the fantasy that someday everything will be 'cur
able' is a Significant obstacle to the social deconstruction of disabihty
Instead I imagine a fully accessible society, the most fundamental character
istic of which is universal recugnition that all structures have to be built and
all activities have to be organized flJr tile Widest practical range of human
abilities In such a society, a person who cannot walk wonld not be dis
abled, because every major kind of acri\'ity that is accessible to someone
whu can walk would be accessible to xomeoue whu cannot. and likewise
wit h seeing, hearing, speaking, mming ou es arms, \Hnklllg for long
stretches of time without rest, and many other physical and mental func
tions. I do not mean that everyone would be able to do everything, but
rather that, with respect to the major aspects uf life in the society, the dif
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ferences in ability between someone who can walk, or see, or hear, and
someone who cannor would be no more significant than the differences in
ahility among people who can walk, see, or hear. Not everyone who is not
disabled now can play basketball or sing in a choir, but everyone who is not
disabled now can participate in Sports or games and make art, and that sort
of general ability should be the goal in de constructing disability.
I talk about accessibility and ability rather than independence or integra
tion because I think that neither independence nor integration is always an
appropriate goal for people with disabilities. Some people cannot live inde
pendently because they will always need a great deal of help from
caregivers," and some people with disabilities, for example the Deaf, do
not want to be integrated into non-disabled society; they prefer their own,
separate social life. Everyone should, however, have access to opportumties to
develop their abilities, to work, and to participate in the full range of public
and private activities available to the rest of society.

3 ~
Disability as Difference

Sociologist Erving GofTman '5 1963 book Stigma: Notes on the Mcnuqemeut (,f
Spoiled Identity is still the most influential descr ipt i on of the processes of
stigm,atization. Goffman frequently uses disabilities as examples of stigmas,
which has increased the influence of his book on those attentpting t o
understand the social devaluing of people with disabilities Although
Coffman's work contains Significant illsights that apply to the experience (If
disability, I believe that his lumping together all sources of stigma, which
causes him tu overgeneralize, prevents him from sedng SUllie crucial
aspects of the stigmas of illness and disability. In addition, because he does
not question the social 'norms' that stigmatize people with disabilities, he
tends to adopt a patronizing tone in speaking of people who do not meet
them, and to belittle and underestimate their efforts to live by different
'norms.'
let us look first at how Goffman characterizes stigma:

~
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Three grossly different t)pes of stigma may be nu-ntioncd. First there
are the abominations of the body--the various physical deformities Next
there are the blemishes of individual character perceived as weak will,
domineering or unnatural passions, treacher JUS and rigid behefs. and dis
houesrv.
. Fi ually there are the tribal stigma. of race, nation, and
religion, these being stigma that can be transmitted through ]llleages and
equally contaminate all members of a family. In all of these various

~
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Notes

It i, ironic that the belief in good luck which seems to underlie people's
ullwilllllgness to provide for their possible disablement is not fully balanced
hy \w!i"f in tilt' bad luck 'If pl'ople with disabilitit" who are often blamed
f',r their condition, Perhaps people without disabilines do not really believe
it

IS

a matter or luck at all, hut a matter of their own control, effort, and

noneIderly, with disability being unlikely to affect the respect accorded t
the elderly or the recognition of their remaining abilities.
5.

I will return to the topic of control and idealization in chapter 4.

6.

Sobsey estimates, based On studies in the United States and Canada, that
people with disabilities are abused sexually SO percent more often than
people without disabilities.

111<lrJ] worthiness. Or perhaps their beliefs are a confused, unexamined mix
tunc' of the two I will ,hscuss the myths of control .u«] their cOllSequeuces in
dLlpll"r +.
27.

7.

[I)

University who became paralyzed in middle age, reported that students,

plan for

most women, and black men ("fellow Outsiders, ") became more open,

lllllg-l"rrn cIisJ.bility (Kavka 1992, 277). We find thinking of accident or

relaxed, and friendly to him when he started using a wheelchair (Murphy
1990.126-28).

sudden illness unpleasant too, but we do plan jll[ aCLlte medical care, so I

2R

suspeu a stronger jlsychological fOfll'--fear so substantial as to prevent iden
tification---is at work III relation tel disa ht Ii t)'

8.

For an interesting discussior; of this issue, see Gill 1994.

Anita Silvers points out that the suicide rate al110ug people with disabilities i,

9.

For a different view of acute illness, see Arthur W. Frank (1991). Frank says,

"(t ihe healthy can begin to value illness by doubting the standard of produc
tiv-ity by which they measure their lives" (118).

reruarkabl ; low wmiclerillg liovv often non-rlisablcr] people declare that they
would rather be dead thau "cnnhrled to a wlwekJl.1ir" (Silvers 1994, 1SO).

~'!

Other 'Others' may also he less inclined to treat people with disabilities as
'the Other.' Robert Murphy. a professor of anthropology at Columbia

c;regm!, Kavb beheved that the unpleasantne« of thil1king about the coutm
gellc!' of dis,lbilIty Illtnferred with pt'opl,,', Willingness

~

I reali/e thaI thh sraternent violates what Hugll Gallagher calb "the riew
slefl'OL\p""

(If

10.

discuss at length some insights uf people with disabihties concerning the

pe"p]e with disabilities as baSically non-disabled people who

v-alue of transcending the body and strategies for doing so.

lust ha:llJeu to ride around in wheelchairs (Gallagher 1991), but the fact is
Lhai IlIau) seYerelr disabbl prople cannot live without frequent daily help

I I.

I will take up the theme of dependency and interdependence again in chap
ter 6

12

I cannot even begin here to credit everyone I have read on these subjects over

hOIll otlHTs For example, imagll1e telling Stephen Halv'king that Ins goal
sllould be II) live indep';nd,onl!r. I discuss the issue of independence at length
ill chapel' f>.

I discuss cultural myths of control of the body in chapter 4. In chapter 7 I

the years, much less ev-eryone who has made a major contribution to the
debates on universalization and essentialism. I refer in this discussion to only
a few feminist intellectuals whose work has been important to lIly own
recent thinking about how these debates apply

3. Disability as Difference
13.

('reclte a [Houd subculture in whirl: aile call participate even at a distance.
I +.

become leaders in nrganizations of people with disabilities, which now

reflect somewhat better women's experiences and issues, hut women with
disabilities still organize separately
J 5.

s()cietiC', differentiate between disability ill the elderly and disability in the

Women with disabilities are also organizing separately, having found that
early organizations of peoplE' with disabilities tended to ignore both signifi
particular importance to women with disabilities. In Canada, women have

For exalllple, stl:' Driedger JI](i Cra) 1992, an intefllJtional a\llhol,)g)' in
which \\(nllell wuh disabilltws descrihe their !i\'es
.-\n importanr exception to these generJlizJtiol1s is that attitude-s ill srnue

It is important to note that most of the original feminist standpoint episte

cant differences between men's and worneris experiences and issues of

(Register 198 7, 3 I 5). Nancy Mairs, seconding tIlneller's inSight. says, "it is
pOSSible tn be both sick and happy. This gnod ne wv. once discovered. demands
t< I he shUt'c\" (Mairs \ 99+. 127).

+

issues of disability.

mologists qualified their claims about epistemic advantages in similar ways,
that is, they did not claim that social positions Ill' themselves conferred cpis
temic standpoints on those who occupied them.

F',ltunatcly, iilis h changmg A.s cIis,lbJ!ity fights orgJnizati'll1S and people
with disahlJiry righ,s pClspeniYt's gain Illnre cultural representation. tlie ,

Phyllis \1ueller, who was inte-rviewed hy Cheri Register, recalled: "The first
d,l) I t'H'r reali?C·d you muld be happy and still sick was a rcai red-letter day"

to

In a sense, the extreme form of emphasiZing similarities is 'passing.' For
good discussions of passmg as non-disabled, see Todoroff and Lewis 1992:
Hillyer 1993, chapter 8.
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5.

Amundson suggests that societies are constructed with the biomedical norm

fy themselves as disanlcd, because the stigma of disability is great enough to

of humanity in mind. Since my social and physical environment is clearly not

make most patients strongly resistant to this identification.

constructed for the convenience of children, women, elderly people, ill peo

One striking example of this was reported by Newsweek (3 February 1992,

] 1.

ple or people with disabilities, and since these collectively form the vast

57). There is considerable variation, from one school district in the United

majority of people living in that environment, I am unWilling to believe that

States to another, in how learning disability is defined, depending partly on

it was constructed for any norm. I think it was constructed lor the young

the resources that are available for helping children with learning dlsabilJtles

non-disabled male paradigm of humanity. I will discuss this more in the next
chapter.
6.

I do recognize that, for some purposes, it may be appropriate to disnnguish

The stigma of being ill is very complex, and for the sake of continuity 1 will

12.

not attempt to describe it here. 1 will describe it at length in chapter 3.
The people whose writings 1 am discllS'mg here refer to themselves as the

13

old people with disabilities from young and middle-aged people with dis

Deaf

abiliucs For example, it would make sense for a society with very limited
resources to give higher priority to providing expensive medical procedures

14

For superb examples of rhc conrexiualn y ,,f disabiluy. see Sacks )987 and

I S.

This question is discussed exteusivelv in feminist Iinrature. For an introduc

1992a

to those who have more time left to benefit from them, or cl)qly occupation

al H'training to those who will use it longer
7.

tion

There is a conceptual distinction between the two, as Amundson insisted to
me in a personal communication. People may be disabled without being Ill,
or ill without being disabled. The same illness may cause diff(>rent disabili
ties, and different illnesses may cause the same disability I am not disputing
the conceptual distinction here, but I am discussing the politics of «mphasiz
ing the practical distinction, as Amundson does in his article.

8.

~

tel

it, I recommend Spelman 1988, Burdo 1990, and Higginbotham

1992.

This is an uidirat.on of the slreng111 ofrh« stlgllla ofdisabilny. at Ica,t in t he

16.

minds of sucial SCll'nllsrs

17.

Linda Alcoff sugge.sls iha: we should di-rin« "wo.uan" thus. "[vVJoman is ,1
position from wlnth a felllimst pubtics can emerge rather than a sci uf attrib

Statistics on causes of disability vary among countries and among age groups

utes that are 'ohjeuively icknnhabk'" (Alcotf 1988. +3S.1 My approach to

within a country, and, of course, according to how disabihty is defined. Here

defining "people with disabilities" I' urtiu-nccd by ·\!Loff, ,ugge,ti( .n.

I am relying on statistics on disability in Canada and the Ullltec! States, when
disability is defined as long-term major activity limn ar ion

(Health and

Welfare Canada and Statistics Canada 1981; Statistics Canada 1986 and 1991;
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Pope and Tariov 1991; LaPlante 1991.) Worldwide, we would see consider
able variation

III

patterns of disability, with malaria, leprosy, and disease

consequences of malnutriti. III playing major roles in some countries.

9.

1.

I say mol' because some opportunities are not appropriate for children, and

factors.
2.

Linton, Mello, and O'Neill (quoted in I.i nt o n 199+, .f6) says i h at it

promoted ill some of the nonallopathic or alternative medical practices. Here

"relrames the study of disabiln y by fucusmg

"health" is often a perpetual! y distant goal People who consult such

social construct. me1aphw and culture

providers about a specific problem may come away belieVing themselves to

increases the number of people who are identified hr pr.u nnoners or identi-

The idea that disability is sucially U)llStructed is of such importance in idcuu
fying approaches to dIsability that a rC«Ont definition of Dlsability Studies b)

in the advertising and operation of 'fitness' centres but also in the attitudes

or teh themselves to he before. Nevertheless, I do not think this Significantly

c1i,abi!itivs may be eIllire!)'

majority uf disabilities are creared by the uueracuou (l hic)logical and social

ple as possible will see themselves as needing their services This is apparen t

C3

SOl1K

and is still disabling to the person whcJ is stuck wirh it. Ncvcrthelesx. the vast

On the other hand, it is in the rinancral interest of those who provide health

be much sicker (by their newly acquired standards) than they ever imagined

that

biological condition, only a psychlatril label that \yas originally misapplied

the opportunity for men to bear children (not yet, anyway)

cue and therapies for profit to define "health" narrowly so that as many peo

ITW

social In some instances of psychic1ttlc disabilit y, there mal' be no relevant

some opportunities cannot be gIven to certain gruups by a society, such as

10.

Nanette Sutherland pointed out tl,

3.

Oil

it as a social phenomenon.

." (my omph.isi-).

For example, a friend wlu: rell'tlll)' spellt time on lit" spina! curel wan! III J
hospital in a major U.S. city disc< )\·('["d t har man) peuple un i h« \\'ard bad
been shot

~

The Rejected Body

Notes

For a discus-ann of th~ interactions of race, age, inroui«, education, and mar

4.

severe disabilities to participate

ital status in tln- rates of work disability among women in the United States,
't'e Russo and Jansen 1988
For a discussion of how people with drsabiline-, and those who care for them

1 do not mean to imply· that lllcTeasing tll<' pace ,,f professors' work would
be bad (although it wuuld be bad for me), only to shov, how expectations uf
pace have a role in constructing work disability.

flexible, part-time hours, hut only mw woman had bU>1l abk- I,' rind

keep them out of poverty In Canada, rhe majority of peopk with disabilinr-,
are not digibh' for these more adequate fl)flllS of support.

\ 7. I put this exprvssiou in quotation marks because.

18.

III my VIew, must jltllple

This despite the fau that the new' policy did not pffJpose to r eimhur-.« n\
fully for our \VagI:' loss, but onl , a t the same rate as wagc ll'ss rq,laCe!11elll
for workers on hIl] (hsability leave.

\9

Kavka expliCitly did not descrihe employm-u: for ('\ery()]](' ill advalJlaged
sucit'lies or employment fur peuplC' WIth disabilIties in other SC'c·iE'lies as a
'right,' since he did nor regard these socia! guah as feasihle at the time.

20.

Stephen Hawkll1g is one of the world» must influential th~oretical physici.Sls

tune. vVhel,Jchairs are e x penxiv« items, and they dl' wear ULH. Not unly is

He has had ALS for many year" which has reduced his voluntary muscle

such a policy stupidly unrealistic, but It reinforces the message (which peo~

movement to t lu- poinl that he Iwec]" a great deal "f atu-udanr CHC' and the

ple whu arc ill or disabled encounter everywhere) that society expects her to
get well or (he.

use of computers to commurucate

21.

Moreover, we might consider her deserv'ing of compensation for lost oppur~

For more (In the cultural meanings of disabihties and illnesses, see Sontag

tunities if someone else's arti ou-, deprived Iler of her ability Still, wr- \\,!Ujd

1977 and 1988; Fine and Asch 1988; Kleinman j 988; Morris 1991.

not, I think, regard her a.s a person with a dlsahility, if this was the (lilly abil

For a first-person account of liVing with facial scarring, see Grealy 199.}

ity she had lost.

j

like nn«h of Maxine Sheets-johustuncs criticism of fC'l1lmiq tlwory of 'the

22.

I say "wherever pLlssihle," bccansr- sometimes it is not possible :slot every~

bCJdy' and 'embodiment' that dCJes not take account of the body or bodily

one can be given the ahility to participate in all the major aspects of Iii« in a

expcricnce , and in which "the body

society. For example, some people With mental disabilities cannot be givE'1l

IS

simply the place one pms one's epis

tenwlogy" (Sheets~Juhl1stone 1992,43). Nevertheless, I do not accept her
notion of the "body simphcu-r." which J think takes too little account of the

the ability to understand political issues or the VIJtlllg pruCE'ss.
23.

cultural meanings uf bodily capabilities and possibilities, and of the cultural

For a fuller discussion of the liruitations for understandmg disability. of

For a good overview of the current state of the debates and many rE'fcrences,
see DisahJ1ll y Studies Quarterly, Spong 1994

relativitv of their importance to an individual.

12.

a

who are disabled are 'partiall} disable-d.' that i', "hie [u do some work under

An acqu.nnrauo- of mine who USE'S a wlwekhair and lives C>l1 a disabllity pen~
sion discovered recently, when her wheelchair wore our beyond repair, that

her insurance cumpany's poltcy is to pay for only one wheelchair in a life

10.

\llc·h

work arrangement (and that oul , ternpor ar ily ) t,Dyck 1995, 310)

or workers' compensauon lx-nefit«, any of vvhich may lw ltigh enough to

II.

Isabel Dycks study of Canadian women w.th multiple scle

Hen' \ am speaking about peupJr: who do nut reCl:iH' pr ivat« disability insur
ance henefits, settlements frOl1J accident claims, veu-raus' disability benefits,

9.

111

the right conditions.

7.

8

For example,

rusis who left the paid labour furce, several women rnent» 'ned the nce.l for

are affected hy social expectations of pace, sel' Hillyer 1993, chapter 4,
"Producuvny and Pace."
b.

all aspects of hie. Volunteers provide the

engine['ring skills, and the capital cost of most prl 'Jects is minimal.

16.

5.

ll1

~

24.

I do nut mean to ,uggest that everything IS fully accessible to people with
disabilitics in Sweden. Bill Bolt repurts, based on a visit to Sweden to smdy

femimst postrnodern and other fernunst theorizing about the body, see
chapr-r 7.

conclitiuns for people with disabilities there, th,1t the henefirs and practical
help are v'cry genclOus (by US and Canadian standards), but, m his opinion,

13.

1+
15.
--..J

Ellen Frank pointed this out to me.
For an interesting drscussion of these questions as they apply to designing
products, see Vanderheiden 1990.

"they have gained liule physical, financial,

(If

psychic l1lainstrcaming, free

dom, or productivity" (Bolt 199'}, 18).

2S.

This statistic IS from the survey conducted hy Louis Harris and Associates f(Jr

For example the' Canadiaribased group, Tetra Development Suciety, rnodi

the National OrganizatlclI1 on Disahilir ,

fies exisllllg equipment and creates new equipment to enable people with

Summer 199.}:

13~

14.

reported in Disahility Studies Quarterly,

